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The Value of the Month is ‘Perseverance’
Dear Parents and Carers,
Our value for January is ‘Perseverance’ and I have been impressed by the ‘can do’ attitude displayed by our
pupils throughout the month of January. We have discussed the importance of not giving up and being resilient
learners during our whole-school assemblies which we have hosted virtually this half term.
We believe that our curriculum should offer children not only National Curriculum coverage, but life skills and
experiences beyond this. Alongside teaching the requirements of the National Curriculum, we have prioritised
the key skills and aspirations we want our children to experience and develop during their time with us. We use
these ‘drivers’ to underpin the learning and experiences we undertake in all areas of
school life and to ensure our curriculum offer is enriched. Our key drivers are personal
to our school and reflect the social and educational needs of our local area. Our
curriculum drivers are: resilience, independence and curiosity. Further information
about our curriculum design can be found on our school website.
Parents may have noticed some changes around the school as we continue to develop
and improve our existing site. We have removed some trees from the KS1 playground
as the roots have caused significant damage to the playground surface and we hope to
resurface this over the course of the academic year. We will be planting replacement
trees elsewhere on the grounds. Over the Christmas break, we have also installed a
new carpet throughout the ground floor of the KS2 building which makes it feel much
smarter and more modern. It has brought the wonderful working walls provided by the
FHWS to life. The children are very proud of their new school!

Best wishes
Mrs Worby
Attenborough Class (Year 1) have been hot seating the Big Bad W olf
from our traditional tale 'The Three Little Pigs' as part of their English Talk for
Writing unit of work.
In their mathematics lessons, Attenborough Class have been adding and subtracting numbers to 20 and are now beginning to find the inverse operation to
check their workings. Where possible, we plan for hands-on, practical activities
to reinforce mathematical understanding and make links to real-life maths.

King Class (Year 3) have recently taken part in a w orkshop led by the London
Sinfonietta Orchestra. It was an exciting opportunity for the children to develop their
musical understanding taught by professional musicians. During the session, the children
were invited to use body percussion to perform a sea shanty. They also learned about
'postcard pieces': small postcards people used to send using symbols and colours to be
interpreted and performed by musicians. Towards the end of the session, the children
were asked to interpret their own segment of an image and play what they think it would
sound like before coming together and performing as an ensemble. Scan the QR to watch
their wonderful performance.

Inclusion Corner with Mrs Bertram

Each month our Inclusion Corner article will share information and links to inform on Special Educational Needs.
Hadley Wood School is proud to be an inclusive Enfield
community school and our policies and procedures are
guided by the SEN Code of Practice 0 -25:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/send-codeof-practice-0-to-25
Our E-TIPs (Enfield-Trauma Informed Practice) training
started on our INSET day on 4th January. Kati Taunt,
E-TIPs consultant led the training which included:



How trauma is not the event itself, rather trauma
resides in the nervous system.



Impact of toxic stress on the whole nervous system,
brain, spinal cord, nerves and our five senses.



Understanding the impact of early trauma on brain
development.
Please watch the You Tube clip of Dan Siegel, Parenting
for the 21st Century, Building the Neural Circuits for
Resilience and Kindness:

Moore Class (Reception) returned to school
following their Christmas break well-rested and
ready to learn. Miss Hodgson introduced their new
topic ‘Superheroes’ through the text ‘Supertato’ by
Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet. The children have
enjoyed designing their own superheroes and
creating props to support their roleplay.
Moore Class have displayed a range of
creativity and construction skills in class.
Therefore, Miss Hodgson has adapted the
construction area to house more of their models
for longer periods of time. Moore Class have also
started designing their own ‘Super Vegetable’
which they will refer back to when creating the
real thing. This is a skill that they are also
practising during their free-play sessions.
Moore Class w ould also like to say thank
you for the easel donations. The children have
really enjoyed drawing, writing and role-playing
teachers on them. If you have anything at home
which you feel could be of use in our outdoor
area, please speak with the Reception Team.

‘Flipping Your Lid’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=G0T_2NNoC68
Our E-TIPs training continues with
five after school twilight sessions
this
term.
We
know
this
comprehensive training will be invaluable to support the
complex needs of some of the children in our school.
Moore Class have also been busy w orking in the
Media Suite learning about online safety with Mrs Bertram.
The children watched a story about ‘Smartie the Penguin’ who faces a few difficulties with his new tablet and is not
sure what to do. The message is to always tell an adult if
you are worried. Which is very sensible advice!

In their science lessons, Turing Class (Year 6) have begun exploring how living
things adapt to their environment. The children have set up their own
investigations to find out how environmental factors affect the growth of plants.
They have planted cress seeds and are monitoring their growth daily, carefully
observing any affects. Some environmental changes the children are investigating
include: depriving their plants of light, restricting air to their plants and minimising
the amount of water given.
In their geography lessons, Turing Class have been exploring how the physical
geography of an area affects the industries within it. In class they have explored
the physical features of the Lake District and produced short informative videos
about how the physical geography of this area means that tourism is a main industry. The children really enjoyed producing these videos and sharing them with
the rest of the class.
Turing Class have em barked on a w onderful project w hich involves creating a silk painting of
Hokusai's ‘Great Wave’. They have practiced sketching this, paying particular attention to proportion. The
children are very much looking forward to recreating this on to silk in the next few weeks.

Thunberg Class (Year 4) are enjoying learning about the Mayans during
their history lessons. In class, the children have been learning about the
factors which enabled the Mayan civilization to grow to be a powerful society
in the Ancient World. They have also explored how inventions from the past
have influenced how we live today. The class have enjoyed learning about
how the Mayans used chocolate, developed their own writing system (a little
bit like the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs), created their own calendar and how
the Mayans were avid astronomers and built their own observatories to study
the stars.
The children have also learned that the Mayans loved to play ball games, in
particular they enjoyed playing a game called Pok-A-Tok which is very similar
to how we play football today. This is why the children have been learning
about football in their PE lessons this half term as we try to find links between
curriculum themes.
Thunberg Class are very ex cited about their Design and Technology
unit of work this half term: Chocolate. Taking inspiration from their book
study unit ‘Charlie and The Chocolate Factory’ by Roald Dahl, they will be
inventing a new and exciting chocolate bar.
Mandela Class (Year 5) w ere very ex cited to have their first Forest
School session this half term. They had a wonderful time working in small
groups to create their own biomes in a jar and learn about the eco-system in
our local area. The children all agreed it was a wonderful afternoon and
toasting marshmallows was an added bonus!
In English, Mandela Class have been looking at the images from 'The Mysteries
of Harris Burdick' by Chris Van Allsburg to create their own mystery stories.
The children created freeze frames to represent the story behind one of the
images before writing their own.

Parks Class (Year 2) have enjoyed looking at a
variety of puppets in order to identify their key
features and to decide what makes a good puppet
show. During their Design & Technology lessons this
half term, the children will be designing and making
their own. We look forward to seeing the finished
product!

During their PSHE lessons, Parks Class have been
exploring the concept of stereotyping. To address
any misconceptions and challenge stereotypes in
society, the class have discussed whether certain
activities should be done by females, males or both.
For example, can girls and boys both wear trousers,
play with dolls, have short hair or look after
babies? There were some very interesting
discussions as a result!
In their computing lessons, Parks Class have been
following algorithms to create shapes with a view to
writing their own. We have been impressed by the
independence and perseverance they have shown to
problem solve and debug the programs.

